
Behavior Expectations in the Classroom – Mrs. Fitzhugh 

Expectations within Routines Matrix 

 Routines 

Entering the 

Classroom 

Assignments/ 

Homework 

Whole Class 

Instruction 

Pairs/ 

Small Group 

Leaving the 

Classroom 

Outside of 

Math Class  

Expectations 

Be Responsible 

 

* Be in the    

   classroom before    

   the bell rings. 

* Bring all    

   required  

   materials. 

* Complete all  

    assignments on 

    time. 

* Correct all  

   quizzes/tests and   

   return them  

   signed. 

* Get notes and  

   assignments  

   from the website  

   when absent. 

 

* Keep class 

   discussion on  

   topic. 

* Ask questions  

   for clarification. 

* Keep pair/group 

   discussion on  

   topic. 

* Complete all  

   problems or  

   parts of the  

   activity. 

* Ask questions  

   when stuck or  

   confused. 

* Return all  

  borrowed  

  materials to the  

  appropriate  

  location. 

[pencils, rulers, 

books, calculators] 

* Write down all  

   information for  

   your class from  

   the board. 

* Check the  

   website regularly    

   for HW solutions  

   and announcements  

   about assessments. 

 

* Keep all of your 

   math materials  

   organized by date  

   in one binder. 

Be Respectful 

 

* Enter the room  

   quietly. 

* Proceed directly  

   to your assigned  

   seat. 

 

*Follow all  

  directions and  

  complete all  

  assignments   

  neatly in pencil. 

* Comply with  

   requests and  

   follow directions  

   the 1
st
 time. 

* Raise your hand  

   to be recognized. 

 * Listen to others  

    and respond  

    appropriately. 

* Be patient and  

   help others  

   understand your  

   reasoning. 

 

* Leave the room  

   quietly.  

* Take all of your  

   belongings. 

* Be patient with  

   others who don’t  

   understand  

   something that  

   you do and help  

   them. 

Be Engaged 

 

* Follow the  

   directions on the   

   board within 2  

   minutes of the  

   bell. 

* Identify  

   questions you  

   want to ask prior  

   to class and turn  

   them in within 2  

   min. of the bell. 

 

* Copy/Complete  

   all notes and  

   examples. 

* Make sure  

   everyone in 

   the group  

   understands all  

   problems. (This  

   includes you!) 

 

* Proceed directly  

   to your next  

   class when  

   dismissed. 

* Explain what you 

   are learning to 

   someone else. 

* Review chapter  

   summaries/vocab 

   lists regularly and 

   study for 

   assessments. 



 


